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Distributed Systems and Networks

Definitions [Tel]

I A distributed system is an interconnected collection of
autonomous computers, processes, or processors. The
computers, processes, or processors are referred to as the
nodes of the distributed system.

I To be qualified as autonomous, the nodes must at least be
equipped with their own private control,

I To be qualified as interconnected, the nodes must be able to
exchange information.
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Distributed Systems and Networks

Goals of a distributed system

The computers coordinate their activities and to share hardware
and software and data, so that users perceive it as a single,
integrated computing service with a well-defined goal.



Distributed Systems and Networks

(Leslie Lamport)

”A distributed system is one in which the failure of a computer you
didn’t even know existed can render your own computer unusable.”



Distributed Systems and Networks

Some common problems

I Spanning tree

I Coloring problem

I Maximal Independent Set (MIS) problem

I Election problem

I Fault Tolerance

I Distributed snapshot



Network → graph

Simple (Un)oriented Graph

Processor

Channel

v1

v2

v3

Notation

I The graph is denoted G = (V ,E), where V is the set of vertices (in
graph theory, nodes are named vertices) and E ⊂ V ×V the set of edges.
In our example: V = {v1, v2, v3} and E = {{v1, v2}, {v1, v3}, {v2, v3}}.

I The number of nodes in the network (the size of the network) is denoted
n and the number of edges m.
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Communication Models

I Message passing communication: nodes exchange information
by sending and receiving messages to and from their
neighbors.
→ communications use instructions send()/receive().

I Shared memory communication: nodes can exchange
information by reading and writing data to the shared region.
→ communications use instructions read()/write().

I Radio communication: when sent by a node, a message is
received by all its neighbors.

I ...

In this talk, we consider message passing communication
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Communication Models

Size of the messages

I LOCAL model: messages are of unbounded size (theoretical
model).

I CONGEST model: messages are of size O(log n) bits.

I O(1) messages model.

I Beeping model: nodes can only beep (and hence can hear
beeps).

I ...

In this talk, we consider the three first models
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Synchronous/Asynchronous

Types of synchrony

I Synchronous clocks: Physical clocks are synchronized (Send
and receive can be blocking or non-blocking).

I Synchronous processes: Lock-step synchrony.

I Synchronous channels: Bounded delay.

I Synchronous communication: Communication via
handshaking.

In this talk, we assume synchronous processes.
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Distributed Algorithms

Definitions [Tel]

A distributed algorithm for a collection P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} of
processes is a collection of local algorithms, one for each process in
P.



Distributed Algorithms

(Patrick Geddes)

”Think globally, act locally”



Analysis of Distributed Algorithms

Time Complexity [Peleg00]

I Round for each processor:

1. Send messages to (some) the neighbors,
2. Receive messages from (some) the neighbors,
3. Perform some local computations.

I Time complexity: maximum possible number of rounds
needed until every node has completed its computation.

I Message complexity: the total number of exchanged messages.
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Termination of Distributed Algorithms

Different types of Termination

I Implicit termination: the algorithm has a finite execution and
reaches a last configuration where each node of the system
has the correct output. However, the nodes do not know that
they reached the last states of the execution of this algorithm.
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Different types of Termination

I Weak local termination: each node knows when it gets its
final value (or its final state) but needs to continue sending
messages to its neighbors.

I Local termination: each node knows its final value and can
stop executing the algorithm.
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I Global termination: at least a node knows that all the nodes
finished computation.

I Strong global termination: a node knows the algorithm is
terminated in all the system.
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Randomized Algorithms

Randomized Algorithm [Motwani & Raghavan]

ALGORITHMINPUT OUTPUT

RANDOM NUMBERS
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I In addition to input, algorithm takes a source of random
numbers and makes random choices during execution,

I Behavior can vary even on a fixed input.
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I In addition to input, algorithm takes a source of random
numbers and makes random choices during execution,

I Behavior can vary even on a fixed input.



Randomized Algorithms

Randomized Algorithm [Motwani & Raghavan]

ALGORITHMINPUT OUTPUT

RANDOM NUMBERS

I Design algorithm + analysis to show that this behavior is
likely to be good, on every input.
(The likelihood is over the random numbers only.)



Randomized Algorithms

Why randomized algorithms are useful?

Compare a deterministic algorithm with running time 1h

1. to an algorithm with running time 1min that

1.1 aborts with probability 1/3, 1/2, 0.9
1.2 fails with probability 1/3, 1/2, 0.9

2. to an algorithm that is always correct but whose running time
is random and 1min in average
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Randomized Algorithms

Why randomized algorithms are useful? (In distributed
computing ...)

I Assuming some hypotheses, many fundamental distributed
tasks can not be solved deterministically (election,
coloring, etc).

I In many cases, randomized algorithms can be more efficient
than deterministic algorithms.
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Randomized Algorithms

Example of an impossibility result

The election problem.
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Randomized Algorithms

Definitions

I Las Vegas Algorithm: randomized algorithm whose running
time is a random variable and which produces a correct result.

I Monte Carlo Algorithm: randomized algorithm whose running
time is deterministic, but whose output may be incorrect with
a certain (typically small) probability.
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Randomized Algorithms

Example: Coloring an (anonymous) complete graph of size
n = 2
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Example: Coloring an (anonymous) complete graph of size
n = 2

Monte Carlo

color ← rand{0, 1}; color ← rand{0, 1};



Randomized Algorithms

Example: Coloring an (anonymous) complete graph of size
n = 2

Las Vegas

color ← ∅
repeart

b ← rand{0, 1};

send(b);

receive(b′);

if(b 6= b′) then

color = b;

until color 6= ∅;

color ← ∅
repeart

b ← rand{0, 1};

send(b);

receive(b′);

if(b 6= b′) then

color = b;

until color 6= ∅;



Randomized Algorithms

Example: Coloring an (anonymous) complete graph of size
n = 2

Complexity? Correctness? of the two algorithms ...



Randomized Algorithms

Remark
Monte Carlo algorithm

+
Termination detection

⇒ Las Vegas algorithm.
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Analysis of Randomized Algorithms

Complexity on average

The complexity of the algorithm, e.g., time complexity T , is
expressed in terms of its mathematical expectation, e.g., E (T ).

Complexity with high probability (w.h.p.)

The complexity of the algorithm, e.g., time complexity T , is
bounded by un upper-bound and this is true with probability
1− o

(
1
n

)
.
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Concentration Inequalities

Main ideas ...

Give a sharp prediction of the actual value of a random variable by
bounding the error term (from the expected value) with an
associated probability.



Concentration Inequalities

Markov’s Inequality:

For any non-negative random variable X ,

Pr (X ≥ t) ≤ E (X )

t
, for all t > 0.

Proof.
Use ”indicator” r.v.:

1A =

{
1 if A holds,
0 otherwise.

Observe X ≥ t.1X≥t

Hence
E (X ) ≥ tE (1X≥t) ≥ tPr (X ≥ t) .
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Concentration Inequalities

Bernstein Inequality:

Let X be any r.v. Let k > 0, then:

Pr (X > t) ≤ e−ktE
(

ekX
)

Proof.

Pr (X ≥ t) = Pr
(

ekX ≥ ekt
)
≤ e−ktE

(
ekX

)
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Concentration Inequalities

The Chernoff Bound:
For any 0 < a < np:

Pr (| BIN(n, p)− np |> a) ≤ 2e−a2/3np.

Proof (sketch).

I BIN(n, p) is a sum of n independent Bernoulli random
variables B(p),

I then apply the Bernstein Inequality.
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The Colouring Problem

Definition.
Let G = (V ,E ) be a simple connected undirected graph. A proper vertex
coloring for G is an assignment of a color c(v) to each vertex v , such
that any two adjacent vertices have a different color, i.e., c(v) 6= c(u) for
every {u, v} ∈ E .

.  .  .

Remark
Distributed system → Nodes of the system have to colour themselves.
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Why Color a Network

Medium access: reuse frequencies in wireless networks at certain
spatial distance such that there is no interference.
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4-Color Theorem
Can color each map using 4 colors only: no two adjacent countries have
same color.
⇒ First conjecture 1852, first proof with 5 colors 1890. First computer
proof 1976 (Appel+Haken).
Another proof using Coq assistant 2005.
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A Simple (Sequential) Coloring Algorithm

Algorithme 1.

1. While ∃ a non-colored vertex v do

2. color v using the smallest available colours (the smallest
colour which is not used by any of the neighbours)

3. End While

Lemma.
The algorithm is correct, terminates in at most n rounds and uses
at most ∆ + 1 colours (∆ is the maximum degree of the
corresponding graph).
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Solving the coloring problem in a distributed system ?

I Which assumptions we make ? → can we do it
deterministically ? shall we use some randomisation ? ...

I Design a (randomized) distributed algorithm (an algorithm
that nodes of the system will execute)

I Analyse the designed algorithm:
I Time complexity: number of rounds ?
I Message complexity ?
I Size of the messages ?
I Number of colors ?
I ...
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A First Distributed Algorithm (Wattenhofer)

Now we consider the following algorithm:

Reduce
Require: Nodes have different IDs
1. v sends its ID to its neighbors;
2. v receives the IDs of its neighbors
3. While v has an uncolored neighbor with higher ID
3.1. v sends ”undecided” to its neighbors;
4. v executes FirstFree;
5. v sends its decision to its neighbors.
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Analysis of the algorithm

Theorem
The algorithm is correct and terminates in n steps. It uses ∆ + 1
colors.

Observations
- The network is not anonymous (we use the node’s IDs)
- Uses messages of size O(log n) (assuming nodes have IDs ranging
from 1 to a polynomial on n)
- Its time complexity is O(n).
+ Distributed algorithm.
+ Uses ∆ + 1 colours.
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Johansson’s Algorithm

Theorem.
Johansson’s Algorithm runs in O(log n) rounds on average and
w.h.p.

Remark.
Messages are of size O (log n).
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Algorithm Fast Colour

var:
colourv : word Init empty -word ;
activesv : ⊆ N(v) Init N(v);
bv : ∈ {0, 1}};

While activesv 6= ∅ do
bv ← flip(0, 1) ;
colourv ← bv ⊕ colourv ;
For all u ∈ actifsv do

send bv to u;
receive bu from u;
If bv 6= buthen

activev ← activev \ {u};
End If

End For
End While
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Analysis of the Algorithm

Lemma.
In any phase of the algorithm, the expected number of edges
removed from the residual graph G is half the number of its edges.
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Analysis of the Algorithm

Proof 1.

I Gt = (Vt ,Et): the graph at time t,

I Xt =| Et |
I Yt = # edges removed at the the end of phase t

⇒ Xt+1 = Xt − Yt ⇒ E (Xt+1 | Gt) ≤ Xt/2 (from the previous
lemma).
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Proof 1.
Let

Zt = 2t .Xt

Then Zt is a sub-martingale.
Thus:

E (Zt) ≤ Z0 = m ≤ n2.

⇒ E (Xt) =
1
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Proof 1.
The algorithm halts when the number of edges Xt < 1,

A sufficient condition is n2

2t < 1.

Which holds when t > k1 log n, with k1 = 2.
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Proof 2.
For any t > 1:

E (Xt) =
m

2t
≤ n2

2t
.

By Markov’s Inequality, we have:

Pr (Xt ≥ 1) ≤ E (Xt) ≤
n2

2t
.

Taking t0 = k2 log n = 4 log n, we get:

Pr (Xt0 > 1) ≤ 1

n2
= o
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Theorem.
Algorithm Fast Colour computes a colouring for any arbitrary
graph of size n in time O(log n) w.h.p., each message containing 1
bit.

I What about the number of colours ?

I Can we do better ?

I YES !
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Reducing the Number of Colours - Algorithm R
var:

FCu : integer Init coulourv ; (* final colour of v *)
INv : ⊂ N(v) Init ∅;
OUTv : ⊂ N(u) Init ∅;
Coloursv : set of possible colours Init {0, 1, · · · , d(v)};

For each v ∈ N(v)
If (x(u) < x(v)) then OUTv = OUTv ∪ {v};
Else INv = INv ∪ {v};
End If;

End For
While INv 6= ∅ do

receive < c ,w > from a neighbour w ;
INv = INv \ {w};
Coloursv = Coloursv \ {c};

End While
FCv = min{Coloursv};
For Each u ∈ OUTv

send < FCv , u > to v ;

End For;
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Analysis of the Algorithm

Theorem
For any graph G = (V ,E ) having a maximum degree ∆,
Algorithm R achieves a (∆ + 1)−colouring of G in at most
e∆ + 3 log n rounds w.h.p.
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Application of MIS:

I Communication networks: Selected processes can take charge
of communication, convey information to their neighbor
processes.

I Developmental biology: Distinguish cells in fruit fly’s nervous
system to become ”Sensory Organ Precursor” cells [Afek,
Alon, et al., Science].

I More recently: Distributed machine learning
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Exchange of real numbers

I The algorithm acts in phases
I A phase of the algorithm:

1. each vertex u, still in the graph, generates a random variable
x(u);

2. u sends x(u) to all its neighbors still in the graph;
3. u receives x(v) from each neighbor v , still in the graph;

I u is included in the independent set if its x is a local
minimum, i.e., x(u) < x(v) for each neighbor v of u
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Exchange of real numbers

Lemma.
In any phase, the expected number of edges removed from the
remaining graph G is at least half the number of edges in G .



Exchange of real numbers

Theorem.
There are constants k1 and K1 such that for any graph G = (V ,E )
of n vertices the number of phases to remove all edges from G is:

1. less than k1 log n on average,

2. less than K1 log n with probability 1− o(n−1).



Exchange of Bits in Phases

I Main idea: simulates exchanges of real numbers by exchanges
of bits which define real numbers, most significant first.

I One phase of exchange of real numbers is replaced by a
phase composed of a sequence of rounds

Theorem.
The algorithm computes an MIS for arbitrary graphs of size n in
time O(log2 n) with probability 1− o

(
n−1

)
.
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Exchange of Bits in Phases

Can we do better than O
(
log2 n

)
?

YES !
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Exchange of Bits in Phases

I Main Idea : desynchronization of phases between edges

I If, in a round, u breaks the symmetry with v1 and does not
break the symmetry with v2 then u considers that a phase
with v1 is completed and starts, in anticipation, a new phase
with v1 and it continues the previous phase with v2.



Exchange of Bits in Phases

I Main Idea : desynchronization of phases between edges

I If, in a round, u breaks the symmetry with v1 and does not
break the symmetry with v2 then u considers that a phase
with v1 is completed and starts, in anticipation, a new phase
with v1 and it continues the previous phase with v2.



Lemma.
There exists a constant k such that, for any edge e, with
probability 1− o

(
n−3

)
, e has completed K1 log n phases after

k log n rounds, if it has not terminated before then.



Proof (sketch).

Let e = (u, v) be any edge and Xe(t) the # of phases that would
be completed by e in t rounds.
Xe(t) is a binomial r.v. with parameters t and 1/2.
Then, by Chernoff bound:

Pr
(

Xe(t) ≤ t

2
− a

)
≤ 2e−

a2

2t , for any a > 0.

Taking t = 16K1 log n and a = 7K1 log n, we obtain:

Pr (Xe(t) ≤ K1 log n) = O

(
1

n3

)
.



Theorem.
The MIS Algorithm, for arbitrary graphs of size n, halts in time
O (log n) with probability 1− o

(
n−1

)
, each message containing 1

bit.



Question:

Can we do better than O (log n) using messages of size O(1) bits ?

NO!



Question:

Can we do better than O (log n) using messages of size O(1) bits ?

NO!



Theorem [Information & Computation’2016]

Solving problems like MIS, coloring, maximal matching, 2-MIS or
distance-2 coloring takes Ω (log n) rounds w.h.p. for an infinite
family of graphs;
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